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One core problem of competitive strategy is the definitude of the 
status of company in its industry. The strategic positioning of the 
company determines whether or not its paying off competence outgoes 
average of its industry. In the conditions that the fabric of company 
is not ideal and the average paying off competence of industry is 
a little lower, if the company with suitable positioning finds new 
market in the mature industry, it can still obtain a little higher 
income than other companies. Building industry is the industry with 
complete competitiveness that is unlocked most early at home. The 
result of hypercompetition worked by serious unbalanced supply and 
need, and lower industry centralization, in addition, is that the 
profit of industry is destroyed. A construction company is a 
privately owned construction company forming through rebuilding 
system, facing the drastic market competition, the key point of the 
company’s survival and steady development is how to obtain and keep 
competitive strength. The active implementing of strategic 
innovation and the realization of particular strategic positioning 
are the basic and precondition of obtaining competitive strength and 
cultivating core competitive competence. The thesis nails down the 
industry strategic positioning of A construction company that 
“making the main business specialization and the correlative 
businesses diversification” and the strategic measures of objects 
congregating strategy, capital running strategy and brand building 
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and outer environment of the company. The analysis is performed 
according to the theoretic framework of strategic positioning and 
in virtue of strategy analysis tools for modern company such as SWOT 
analysis, “five forces” framework and value chain analysis, etc. 
So the thesis advances to establish core competitive competence of 
key domains and links by the means of establishing core technology 
and technology innovation, cultivating item financing and advancing 
differentiation serving competence.   
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经营战略和策略的方法。表 1列出在 SWOT 分析中一般所需要考虑的因素。 
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